Abstrad. Model uncertainty, if ignored, can seriously degrade the performance of an otherwise well-designed control system. If the level of this uncertainty is extreme, the system may even be driven to instability. In the context of structural control, performance degradation and instabilit imply excessive vibration or even structural failure.
Introduction
The distribution of eigenvalues in uncertain dynamical systems and its relationship to the robustness of structural systems have been topics of some interest in recent years, as discussed, for example, by Field et al. (1994 , Spencer et al. (1992 Spencer et al. ( ,1994a , and Ray (1991, 1993) . Stengel and Ray (1991) were among the first to use large-scale Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the robustness of uncertain controlled structural systems. Using this approach, one constructs a distribution of root loci simulating the stochastic behavior of the closed-loop pole locations. Because this is a graphical method, one gains an intuitive understanding of system robustness. The results reported were quite promising, but the large number of realizations required to attain a high degree of accuracy in the distribution of the tails of the closed-loop poles may render this approach computationally unattractive. In a recent series of papers, however, Spencer et al. (1992, 1994a, b) , and coworkers have introduced a "systematic approach for determining the probability that instability will result from the uncertainties inherently present in a controlled structure". This probability measure is a direct indication of the robustness of the closed-loop system. In addition, as opposed to the more "brute-force" Monte Carlo simulation approach, this method provides a means of evaluating the reliability of the system directly.
As described in Spencer et aZ. (1994b) , this investigation into the probability of failure of controlled structures has led to a method for characterizing the stability of a system based upon an eigenvalue criterion, namely the probability tbat the real part of every eigenvalue will be contained strictly in the left-half plane. First and second-order reliability methods (FOWSORM), shown to be accurate for series-type system reliability problems by Madsen et al. (1986) , were used for estimating the probability of system instability. A series of numerical examples were constructed in which the stability of a controlled single degree-of-freedom system with four uncertain parameters was analyzed. Traditional methods used to assess controller robustness, involving the use of the singular value of some mapping as applied to a small gain condition, are often conservative in nature. Therefore, the focus of this work involves comparing robustness estimates using the FORM methodology with those estimates obtained using more traditional techniques. In particular, a method is introduced herein t~ reformulate the robustness measure gained from the structured singular value analysis (e.g., Doyle et al. (1991) ) into a probabilistic framework. Upon applying these techniques, one then has two different methods to assess the robustness of the closedloop system. A realistic application of these methods involves the active control of a structure subject to seismic excitation. Previous work by Field et al. (199%) illustrated the validity of these Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. fmncres are produced from the best available original dOCUUlent methods for a single degree-of-freedom structural system. Here, a three-story structure, including model uncertainty and subjected to active control strategies, will be considered. Upon comparison to simulation results, one can conclude which method is more effective for this particular class of problems.
Problem Definition
Consider the equation of motion for an n -dimensional structure subject to controller time delay. Included is a multiplicative model of the uncertainty in the structure and delay, Here, Am, Ac , and Ak represent the uncertainty in the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, and 6, represents the scalar uncertainty in the time delay of the control input. Note that, in general, the Ai's are completely populated, and each element can be modeled as an independent random variable, with mean mi and standard deviation oi .
When applying active control strategies to the structure described above, the robustness of individual control designs can be assessed by considering the various pole locations of the closed-loop system illustrated in Fig. 1 . Herein, the robustness of several control designs will be assessed using the two different methods, each to be described in the following sections.
The FORM Method
A method to assess the robustness of the closed-loop system using fist-order reliability methods P O W ) is summarized. The dynamics of the closed-loop system shown in Fig. 1 can be represented by 2CL = ACL(A)XCL' (2) where A is used to represent the uncertainty of the entire closed-loop system and xCL is the state vector of the closedloop system. A stability analysis can be completed by examining the eigenvalues of If any one of the components fails (Le., gi(A) I O ), then the entire system is considered failed. The notion of system failure is shown graphically in Fig. 2 for a three mode system with two random parameters. As illustrated, the system failure region is the union of all modal failure regions, and the number of random quantities defines the dimension of the parameter space. The problem can be reformulated in a normalized probability space, assuming p degrees-of-randomness, through the transformation given by Spencer et al.
where T is a nonlinear operator defined as T : P + N .
(7)
This transformation is always possible for continuous random variables with invertible distribution functions. Here, 6i represents the variate in the original parameter space, P , and zi is the variate in the normalized probability space, N , normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. Note that the origin of N corresponds to that point where each random quantity takes on its nominal value. Assuming that the variates are mutually independent, this transformation can be performed on each independently using where a(.) represents the standard unit normal distribution function and FA.(.) is the marginal cumulative distribution function of the i'th random variable. Likewise, Gj(Z) = gPT(A)) 9 j = 1,2, ..., N , (9) represents the set of identical limit state functions, where 2 depicts the normalized random uncertainties, mapped to N .
Conceptually, the reliability inh%+,-is the minimum Euclidean distance from the origin to the point z* in N , provided that the design point defines a limit state surface (see Fig. 3 ). This can be stated mathematically as the solution to the constrained optimization problem (Spencer et al. This leads directly to a fist-order approximation to the probability of failure, given by
( 1 1) where the location of the failure surfaces in N determines the sign of pFoRM inEq. (11) . Note that the solution to Eq. (11) is the global minimum contained in N . For an N -dimensional problem, there will, in theory, be N reliability indices. When applying Eq. (1 1) to determine p j, it is imperative to consider the shape of these limit state functions in N . Highly dependent failure boundaries tend to overlap or nest, causing the failure probabilities of higher-order modes to be subsets of the lower-order modes, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In addition, and quite frequently when considering structural problems, one mode can dominate the contributions of the others (i.e., p,<e p < ... < pN as shown in Fig. 3(b) ). In these situations, Eq. (lb, with p1 = p , provides an adequate approximation to p j (Madsen et aZ. (1986) ). 
The p-Analysis Method
An alternative route in assigning a probabilistic measure of robustness utilizes some of the tools of deterministic robust control. In particular, analyses based on the notion of the structured singular value, herein termed p -analysis, can be utilized in a probabilistic manner to provide estimates of the probability of failure. To perform a p-analysis, the closed-loop dynamics are represented so that the uncertainty block, A , that contains all of the uncertainties present, is extracted as shown in Fig. 4 (see Balas et al. (1991) and Doyle et al. (1991) ). 
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where D is any invertible matrix that commutes with the uncertainty block, A . The presence of these features will contribute to the conservativeness of the p -analysis method.
Applications
As discussed in Field et al. (1995b) , the FORM and p -analysis methods have been successfully applied to assess the robustness characteristics of a controlled single degree-offreedom structure. Consider now a three-story, single-bay building, as described by Chung et al. (1989). The structure is constrained to a single degree-of-freedom at each story, and active tendon control is applied at the first floor. Re(hj) 5 0, j = 2, 3, ... N To assess controller robustness using the p -analysis method, the distributions of the 10 random quantities (the mi 's, ci 's, ki 's, and z) must be specified. W i l e any combination of distribution functions may be used here, only identical uniform distributions will be considered. Therefore, when formulating the A block, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , the actual parameter uncertainty is weighted so that each is independent and uniformly distributed on [-1,1] .
The robustness of several control schemes, including LQ, H,, H,, and p-synthesis will be assessed. The H,, H,, and p -synthesis designs were performed using a third-order Pade' approximation to the nominal time delay, and the LQR controller was designed based upon a nominal system with zero delay. For a detailed discussion of these designs, refer to Field et aZ. (1995b) . Robustness estimates of the controlled 3DOF structure are presented in Table 2 . To facilitate the discussion, define the maximum structured singular value as FL = "",p {P[HW)l).
(24)
The large values (greater than 1) of p for the lirst three designs render the p-analysis method virtually useless for probabilistic robustness assessment. This was not the case when considering a similar problem with only four random variables (see Field et aZ. (199%) ). Here, however, note that this is the case even with a relatively small level of uncertainty (i.e., 5% in each of the ten random varialbes) since it can be shown that the probability of stability is proportional to p-g . Hence, it is possible to conclude that the p -analysis method becomes unsuitable when studying systems exhibiting a high degree of randomness (Le., many random quantities). In contrast, FORM predictions are much more accurate, despite the relatively large order of the closed-loop system. Note that the order of the closed-loop system is 9 for LQR, 18 for both H, and H,, and 96 for p-synthesis designs.
When considering the robustness of the individual controllers, similar results hold as in the SDOF problem. The robustness properties of the LQR control are superior to both H2 and H, designs. In addition, the H, and H, controllers exhibit fairly unrobust behavior. The introduction of the psynthesis design, however, signi6mtly improves the robustness of the closed-loop system.
Conclusions
Traditional methods used to assess controller robustness may sometimes have precluded a probabilistic understanding of robust control. In this paper, methods to assess robustness as a probability measure have been presented. In addition to the valuable insight gained concerning robust stability of the closed-loop system, with the use of these methods one can The first-order reliability method (FORM), as used herein to estimate robustness, is an approximation that relies upon two assumptions. First, the Mure surface defining the onset of instability must be fairly linear. If it is not, the first-order curve fit to the failure surface may become inadequate, requiring a second-order fit (SOW). Second, the most probable failure condition must be sufficiently governed by a single mode. Highly uncorrelated failure modes may lead to inaccuracies of the FORM approximation, and more sophisticated FORM/SORM methods may be needed. However, for the problems considered herein, robustness estimates using the FORM method were quite adequate. This may be attributed to the high level of correlation between failure modes, typical of a structural system. The use of the structured singular value to assess controller robustness proved to be conservative when applied in a probabilistic framework. The main premise of this method operates only upon the maximum structured singular value and, therefore, evaluates the "worst-case" scenario. In addition, the fundamental robust stability criterion used is valid for a broad class of uncertainties. The examples presented herein assumed only real parametric uncertainty, a small subclass. As a result, although p-analysis can typically predict which controller is most robust, the predicted probability of failure can be quite conservative. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the FORM method provides superior robustness estimates when applied to structural control problems. When considering the various control schemes, the obvious choice is one that utilizes state feedback. In all cases, the LQR design possessed very good robustness qualities. However, this ideal situation rarely occurs in structural applications because the state vector may be difficult or impossible to measure. When output feedback is required by implementabfity, the robustness of the closed-loop system generated by the nominally optimal H, and H2 controllers may be poor, particularly if there exists any uncertainty in controller time delay. Nonetheless, the situation can be rectified with minimal nominal performance degradation by utilizing p -synthesis design techniques. These methods allow the inclusion of model uncertainty into the design process. As a result, although the p-analysis presented herein gave conservative quantitative results, p -synthesis controllers can be used to dramatically improve the robustness of nominally optimal output feedback designs.
Controller reduction techniques may be required since the resulting controller may be of unacceptably high order. This remains the subject of future research.
